Defining Your Purpose

“Just as the rivers are much less numerous than the underground streams, so the idealism that is visible is minor compared to what men and women carry in their hearts, unleashed or scarcely released. Mankind is waiting and longing for those who can accomplish the task of untying what is knotted and bringing the underground waters to the surface.”

Albert Schweitzer

How do you engage your gifts, strengths, and values?
- Awaken, inspire, ignite, support
- Persuade, challenge, teach, coach, direct
- Create, design, organize, compose, master
- Help, befriend, listen, love, accept, share
- Seek, heal, liberate, enable, achieve

1. What do people consistently come to me or ask me for?

2. What gift do I consistently give to others that is natural?

3. What gift makes me feel really alive and vital when I give or engage in it?

4. What gift do I engage that could be of real service to others if I develop it?

5. What would get me out of bed in the morning with a spring in my step?

6. What calls me to be my best?

7. What is success to me? What is leadership?

8. What is the generative energy in my life?

My purpose is: